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About This Game

Help Anny organize a farm and solve the mystery of Mayan's tribe! Hire workers, take care of them and improve their
professional skills. Cook delightful dishes from grown organic products and earn money selling them. Build, decorate and

expand your farm to attract new customers in this fun and exciting Strategy game. Use your profits to make your Farm Tribe the
absolute best!

Unique gameplay
Radical recipes

Help Anny organize a farm!
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With the HTC Vive this is trippy as hell ! Welcome to Cthulhu's nightmare ! This works very well with VR.. quot;Think The
Walking Dead meets Home and The Last Express, with a dash of To The Moon!"
Obviously the developer never played any of the above games, and are just tossing out GOOD games to compare their BAD
game to. I get it.. you are an indie developer and you are getting your feet wet, but don't go as far as trying to compare this
trainwreck into nicely polished games. This short narrative game falls very flat. The writing is extremely drab and poorly
executed. I mean, if you are going to make a NARRATIVE GAME that the primary focus is READING walls of text, then
you'd think to proof-read it and make sure it was all free of mistakes. Not the case, I'm afraid. It feels like it was all tossed
together on RPG-Maker quickly to try and make a few bucks. I have played many better games made on similar platform that
were made in a fraction of the time this took to complete. I'm a bit ashamed to think I helped greenlight this game to Steam, and
I will not be greenlighting any more of this developer's endeavors after such a big let down.

The TLDR; - Game is a shoddy wall of text, you play 1 scenario, and the game takes a total of 20 minutes at most to complete.
Save yourself the money and go buy a paperback novel. It will be much more rewarding.. All you need is to focus and being
creative.. R.I.P INTR-O GALUSCA THIS GAME IS FREAKING SUCKS BUT AWESOME :))). 1.7 hours is too much time
on this game. If you liked the flavour of Ostalgie, but wanted a game with more details in the finance/science and political
fields, then this game you should get. Also in case you are a newcomer to this developer and if you are not afraid of a good
challenge, you are at the right place!

I really like the idea of focusing on China in this title while still modelling the dynamics of the cold war. You can pave your own
way to a third camp and/or support one of the two existing ones to win the fight for global domination.

In the current version 1.0.2 there still a couple of bugs around (which are being reported in the discussions) and you can
definitely feel that there is space for more future content.

However with this price and the fact that the devs are working on the game continuously I can only recommend you to go and
get this game. Especially as based on their promise, the devs will implement more content based on the amount of pieces sold in
the first month.. I have a terrible fear of mannequins, yet this game forced me to romance one... It was an enjoyable experience
though, and despite my former hatred of mennequins, I have been forced to rethink my personal biases against them.
10/10 would name my mannequin butler Sebastian and romance him again.
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Just bought this a few hours ago to use with iracing, and I've already gotten good use out of it. Helped me fix a high speed
oversteer problem I was having at spa in the RSR. My ability to set up cars is somewhere around intermediate. On my own, I
usually arrive at a good setup eventually, but only after lots of guesswork here and there plus major trial and error. Given a
specific handling characteristic, this app takes the guesswork out of the equation when it comes to figuring out the component
that most likely needs tweaking. Of course, there's still trial and error, which is the nature of setups, but at least with this app I'm
able to spend less time adjusting the wrong settings, and more time out on the track.. This game is a great efford made by the
developer,i tip my hat for recreating the atmosphere and adding so many details in game,if you are a table wargamer and
strategist lover than this game is for you,the AI is decent and the tactical battles are well reproducted,what i find not so good
about this game is the UI and way too small sprites for your armies in the strategic map,it would be great to have just a bit more
polished strategic map and bigger images for the armies like for the Ageod games.
Besides this if you love history and this great timeline i reccomend you to get this game,you won't regret it.. PFA = pay for
achievements. Wildlife Park 3 is a fantastic continuation of the series, I will sum up the pros and cons for readers that want to
skim through it and quickly decide on purchasing.

The game has a huge selection of different animals with their own needs and enclosure requirements, The graphics overall are
pretty good for a game from 2011, Ground, building and misc textures are of a high quality and the shadowing effects look
great but the graphics truly shine on the animals themselves,

You can see the fur on each animal, not just as a texture but as a realistic effect, visitors and staff have acceptable graphics
overall, but some of the textures for them could be a little sharper.

The animations for the animals are another fantastic aspect of this game, they truly act and sound like their real life counter
parts. The campaign has voice acting which isn't the best but is done to a reasonable standard.

I find the UI to be hard to see since a lot of the icons blend into the button but that could be my gamma settings. I highly
recommend this game for fans of Sim games, like Zoo Tycoon and, of course, the older WildLife Parks games.

Pro

* Large variety of animals
* Good Graphics
* Large assortment of enclosure items and customization
* Voice acting of acceptable quality
* High-quality sound effects and animal noises
* Good amount of visitor attractions
* Fun Campaign
* Helpful tutorial

Cons
* Hard to see UI ( might just be me however)
* Could have better character textures
* Small learning curve (for some but not many). Wow this game is absolutly wonderful. The controls take a little while to
understand but once you have them the game play reminds me of Halo! I was having fun the entire time I was playing and this is
automatically going into my top of my favorite games! The only suggestion I would have is to try to make the level creation a
little easier to understand. This was is going to be huge though! Great job devs you guys have something really amazing here!.
Updated Review:

This game would be another "meh" review if I could. It's good and all, but it doesn't really excel above what the original Chime
did. In fact, the main draw (the music) is actually worse in my opinion, though I haven't seen everything the game has to offer
(maybe).

The original Chime wasn't very colorful, but that was fine. I liked the understated aesthetic. The new Chime has brighter colors
and honestly I find it far harder to look at than the original. So that's one mark against this game.

There are two other themes that offer alternatives: color blind mode which is more muted but still kinda ugly on the colors, and
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BWR which is just Black white and red... that's a bit TOO understated. Make the backgrounds darker and that'd be a good move
in my opinion.

The original Chime had some really good music in it, stuff you'd find yourself thinking about or humming later. This game? So
far there's nothing really great. Only one song even sounded like something I'd want to listen to later and that 's the song by
Chipzel.

The gameplay is mostly unchanged from Chime, so if you liked Chime's gameplay you'll like this one too, though Chime Sharp
has some extra game modes to unlock. I've managed to unlock the "Sharp" mode in the 2nd level and it's a bit more challenging
than the standard game.

In Sharp mode, you don't have to worry about a timer counting down. Instead you have a set number of lives and every time a
stray block gets removed from the board you lose a life. If you play like you do in normal mode, you'll die pretty quickly.
Instead Sharp mode rewards players who take the time to think out the best places to set the pieces. Also if you have lost any
lives, apparently you replenish them by making perfect quads (which is not easy on some levels)

I've heard all but 5 songs in the game so far and I still stand by the comment about the music. Most of the music is kinda lame,
or maybe it takes quite a while to build up... Either way the only song that I liked was Chipzel's "Psychonaut" and even that
takes a while to build up

 The BEST addition is the little bar graph at the bottom showing you how much more you have to go to get your next time
bonus. If you fail to get the amount of space cleared when the timer runs down, the game is over and your score is presented. If
you DO make it though, the game gives you a new timer and you keep going. I actually forget how the original Chime handled
it, but I like the graph better anyway.

Things I liked:

 The Bar graph showing how much more space you needed to claim to get your next time bonus

 It's still chime (with some extras)

 It worked well with 4K resolutions (I don't even think the original chime had many options for graphics)

 They updated the scoring so you get bonus points for making a "perfect quad" which leaves no dangly bits behind when
it vanishes
Things I didn't really care too much for:

 Most of the music I heard wasn't that great. Absolutely none of it really stood out and only one song that I can't
even remember the name of would deserve to be in the original Chime

 I'm not a fan of the color scheme. I wouldn't care if it was an option but I didn't see a "classic chime" color
scheme option. If I find one though I'll edit this out.

 I feel like some levels had too few shapes to make the game interesting.
Ultimately it's still got most of what made Chime fun to play, and maybe you'll like the music better than I did.
For me, the best level of Chime was "For Silence" by Paul Hartnoll of Orbital. If there had been one song in this
game that hit that level of good to me, I would be far more enthusiastic about this game.. Mechanically,
graphically too old to enjoy.
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